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Category:English dictionaries Category:VerbsHuge range of agencies, from the NHS to charities and universities, committed to the generation of fake news, the research shows. Maths guru Susan Bradley was commissioned by a major university to work on identifying websites purporting to be universities when they are in fact cheats. Academics said the
findings showed a worrying lack of respect for the academic process in some sectors. The results of the study are published in the free online Journal of Mathematical Modelling. It shows academics are being subjected to malicious hacking, dumped letters saying their university applications were a waste of space and a colossal amount of money, and are
being asked to supply full names, phone numbers and other personal details. A team of mathematicians working on the project identified 87 websites purporting to be legitimate universities, including prestigious universities such as Oxford and Cambridge. But when they were examined, they were found to be scams or false fronts. Ms Bradley said: "The
majority of the scams that we identified attempt to imitate a university or university course that they do not actually offer, or whose application process they want to bypass. "In one case a university offered online masters courses - there are no online masters degrees in any subject - and the websites they made for it look very academic and authentic.
"Another example was of a site looking like an audit of a business courses, which were in fact bogus. "It is important that people who use the internet check their sources thoroughly, and don't fall for a promise of a short term benefit. "Students must do their homework. They should be wary of any offer which seems too good to be true." Though
academic websites would be most affected by fake sites and emails, she said the problems could be even more widespread as fake sites often make their way into online directories. Ms Bradley said: "We analysed websites that look like university sites and found that the vast majority are false fronts for scams. "We think that the higher level dishonest
online businesses we found are also likely to be targeting universities as consumers, though this is untested. "Because we focused on the very highest quality false fronts we only found 200 universities. Scammers have potentially been targeting higher numbers than that." Every day, the team found around 3000 new fake universities and course sites and
examined 100 everyday fake sites, such as price 1cb139a0ed
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